EuSEC 2011
European Space Elevator Challenge
“make it ecology-minded, make it efficient, make it European”

What is EuSEC?
- the first ‘Space Elevator’ competition in Europe

What is EuSEC about?
- main aims of EuSEC in the first years:
  - to introduce the ‘Space Elevator’ concept to public
  - to inspire young engineers and scientists
- long-term goals of EuSEC
  - to establish a larger European space elevator community
  - to utilizing the experiences for the development of a real ‘Space Elevator’ system

Who is EuSEC appeals to?
- target group:
  - students from universities, colleges, tertiary institutions
- application:
  - takes place with several steps - the first step is at least 90 days before the competition

When and where takes EuSEC place?
- Date:
  note: the number of days can vary by the number of applicants
- Place:
  Germany; Technical University of Munich - TUM
  Campus Garching - Garching Forschungszentrum

Contact Information:
- Address: Andreas Fleischner (WARR)
  Lehrstuhl für Raumfahrttechnik
  Boltzmannstraße 15.
  85748 Garching, Germany
- Email: spaceelevator@warr.de
- Website: http://eusec.warr.de